SHORT TERM PROFITS

GorillaTrades is your key to
double-digit short-term profits
on a diverse selection of stocks,
in different sectors, and with
different risk levels, to keep your
portfolio in balance! To the right
are the current portfolio leaders.

CURRENT PORTFOLIO LEADERS as of 7/17/07

PROFILE THE GORILLA

Baidu.com

BIDU +134.27%

Avnet

AVT +49.89%

Nuance Comm.

NUAN +68.11%

NCR Corp.

NCR +49.21%

SAVVIS

SVVS

+65.64%

J. Crew Group

JCG

MEMC Elect. Mat. WFR

+56.82%

Covanta Holding

CVA +46.96%

Verigy

VRGY +52.48%

+48.84%

Century Aluminum CENX +46.39%

THE GORILLA ON PROFIT: The personal experience of “The Gorilla”

himself is quite impressive. This master investor behind GorillaTrades
maintains a network of financial insiders gathered throughout his 25 years
in the industry. He recognized a phenomenon when he determined that
subtle indicators preceded explosive individual stock price movements. It
was as a result of this research that he developed his proprietary formula
using 14 different technical indicators, and used the signals generated by
his system to turn $250,000 into $5,500,000 n the 18 months prior to
founding GorillaTrades!

P ROF IT WITH TH E P ROS
GorillaTrades...

The Secret to Serious Stock Picks.
GORILLATRADES INC.
GorillaTrades is a risk-controlled, market-tested, while the stop loss level was raised to minimize risk. In fact, the final
proprietary system, which generates a menu of stock trade of URBN netted subscribers a 42% profit!
ideas that time and time again identifies stock trades How exactly does the Gorilla-Trades system work?
with explosive price appreciation potential! Make no misGorillaTrades uses its specialized proprietary computer software
take, the GorillaTrades system is not about day trading. In fact, program to analyze over 6,000 stocks from the three major markets
the average holding period for GorillaPicks is from a few weeks to each day after the close. Using an intricate formula, it calculates the
several months with a goal of double-digit profits from every posi- strength of 14 different technical indicators and analyzes their
tion recommended. Moreover, each idea presented contains only potential risk and upside probability parameters. The software proone-half to one-third the risk compared to its potential return. A gram then projects specific upside price (profit) targets and genersimple Risk Rating is included with every GorillaPick that defines ates an appropriate stop loss level for every GorillaPick recomits probable risk.
mended. These stocks then have to exceed specific price and volFor the skeptic, this site offers free 30-day access to what may be the ume levels to officially enter the Gorilla’s list of stocks that are
most profitable, risk-controlled investment service you’ll ever find.
preparing to explode in price in one direction (GorillaPicks) or the
Since it is quite possible that the stock market could remain other (GorillaShorts). This is literally like finding needles in a
in a paralyzing trading range over the next several years, haystack with a computer-guided magnet! Additionally, the Gorilla
you need a proven service like GorillaTrades to pro- raises stop loss levels along the way in order to protect his subscribers’
vide you with an excellent source of high-proba- hard-earned profits. The Gorilla “holds your hand” the entire way!
bility trading ideas! If you’re like most of our This enables you to decrease your research time and improve your
subscribers, you are probably tired of portfolio’s return; whether the market goes up, down, or sideways. This
unrealistic services that claim to takes the hardest part of investing off your hands. It’s no coincidence
produce only winners and no losers. that a rapidly growing number of subscribers to the GorillaTrades servInvestors are too intelligent to ice are stock brokers and professional money managers!
believe such ridiculous claims. Is it necessary to be available during trading hours to use the
Most of these services consistent- GorillaTrades system?
ly recommend the most volatile
Absolutely not! Within a couple of hours of the markets’ close
stocks, which are unsuitable each evening, the Gorilla sends his subscribers a detailed perspecin certain market tive of the market to help them make sense of that day’s activity,
e n v i r o n m e n t s . and more importantly, gives them insight to help them profit from
The Gorilla what some of Wall Street’s top traders are expecting from tomorbelieves in row’s market. He then provides specific recommendations for purstaying fully chase at the next morning’s open.
diversified,
and provides Profit with the Pros
risk parameters to enhance
And, if you’re completely thrilled with your profits, do nothing and
and educate subscribers in their trading decisions. As with any sys- your service will continue at a special introductory rate of only
tem of investing, there will be losses. However, the losses are less $599.95 for the ENTIRE year (which many subscribers say they
than 6% on average, while most profits are three, four, five, or even make back in their first few Gorilla trades)! However, if you decide
six times this figure! Folks, if you take a minute to do the math you this service is not for you, simply call us or cancel online at any time
will quickly realize just how fast your money could grow!
within the first 30 days, and your credit card will never be charged!
This is not a service that pulls stocks out of a hat, but rather a pro- GUARANTEED.
gram that educates its subscribers with valuable information. The
So why is GorillaTrades giving you this incredible offer? Because
Gorilla does not recommend high-flying internet or tech stocks that once you try the Gorilla’s service, you’ll be so thrilled with your profhave the same probability of falling as they do rising. The its you’ll want to continue. To start your free trial today, simply go to
GorillaTrades system not only looks for quick gains, but it recognizes www.gorillatrades.com/ibd to register securely online and start
companies that have constructive, long-term technical patterns. reading today’s market update instantly! Or, call 1-866-222-6639 to
Burlington Northern, for example, was held for over a year before it speak to one of the Gorilla’s representatives
finally breached its stop loss level. Because its stop loss level was continuously raised on a weekly basis, even though it stopped out, it still
generated more than a 50% profit! TXU Corp., a utility company
Be empowered by the GorillaTrades menu of ideas; fresh
which also offers an attractive dividend, netted GorillaTrades’ substock picks that have flawlessly passed GorillaTrades’ intricate
scribers a whopping 47% profit in just 3 months! Urban Outfitters,
14 step screening process and analytical scrutiny. New
a retailer, was traded three different times, each time for a profit,
GorillaPicks are presented in the evening Gorilla email and on
the subscribers only website, along with specific instruction on
where to place trading parameters based on an in- depth technical profile on each stock. Each GorillaPick includes a specific
trigger price, confirmation volume level, stop loss level, first target, second target, and even trading tips and a company
Eighty-year-old George Nelson
overview.
has increased his portfolio by
GorillaTrades is the market tested investing system that con50% in the last two years.
sistently produces explosive stock ideas. GorillaTrades provides
the complete solution for the modern investor by providing
“As an eighty-year-old subfresh stock picks, precise guidelines about how to trade them,
scriber, I find your nightly advice
daily updates on the current portfolio, a compelling daily marnot only profitable these last
ket commentary, and educational resources to round out the
three years – but a boon to keeping the old cranium working. I
complete investor.
quit tennis at 75 (my partners
GorillaTrades then continues to actively track these stocks,
were falling by the wayside) and
regularly updating stop loss levels and second targets as needed.
golf two or three times a week is
This guidance helps subscribers lock in profits and minimize
enough. My portfolio is not large
any losses. The beauty of GorillaTrades is that it’s simple, yet
by normal standards, but with your guidelines I have increased it by
highly effective. The system allows you to invest on a level play50% the last two years. I have taken advantage of just about all your
ing field with professionals, without the research time. There is
puppies with large paws. They never fail to pay for themselves witha good reason why GorillaTrades has subscribers in 55 different
in days if you invest an equal dolcountries, and has become one of the fastest growing, most
lar amount in all five,” says 4 year
highly respected investing systems in the world. Now is the time
subscriber, George Nelson of
to take your portfolio to the next level!
Burbank, California.

LOCK IN PROFITS, MINIMIZE LOSSES

Sign Up Is Easy, Free For 30 Days!

www.gorillatrades.com/ibd

SUBSCRIBERS TRUE SUCCESSES
Martin B. Soloway is a long-time
stock market investor and
GorillaTrades subscriber for over
3 years.

“As a GorillaTrades subscriber since early 2000, I have
seen up markets, and down markets, but have more than paid
for my annual subscription every
single month! I find it amusing
that my stockbroker now calls
me daily, and treats me like a
peer. I have learned so much from the Gorilla. Thank you for
such a wonderful service!” reports Bruce Liebowitz of Farmington
Hills, Michigan.
“I have bought and sold mutual funds since about 1986 and
have had decent returns and feel that I understand them pretty
well. I never felt that I was knowledgeable or had the time to
become knowledgeable enough to buy individual stocks. After
reading numerous books regarding investing, and getting a handle
on what to look for in a stock, I was left with an empty feeling trying to sift through all the stocks to find those few that had the
“right credentials.” I find the Gorilla Trades service so valuable
because you have solved the trouble of finding those stocks.
Because of GorillaTrades I feel equipped with the right stocks to
choose from and have made my new adventure into stock trading
profitable from the start,” reports Brandon Rinehart from Traverse
City, Michigan. Brandon has been a GorillaTrades subscriber for
almost 3 years.
“I take each and every GorillaPick very seriously and use their
price/volume guidelines religiously. Many of their GorillaPicks
make you “Big Money” later rather than immediately! Even when
the Gorilla is not immediately right, some of their previous picks
literally double or triple within 9-12 months,” reports Bob Weber
of Stockton, California, a subscriber for 2 years.
“I subscribe at various times to just about every publication,
newspaper, and CD advisor that has been sold. I am impressed
with your advice.” says subscriber Martin B. Soloway of
Orange, CT.

“Last month I took you up
on your trial offer. I ‘paper-traded’ your confirmed picks for a
while and then, seeing positive
results, made a couple trades....
my trial is over today and I’m
looking forward to a very rewarding year: the trades on your recommended stocks have already
Dave Palmer, a new subscriber paid for my yearly subscription,”
from Higganum, CT used the states Dave Palmer of Higganum,
free trial period to ‘paper-trade’ CT.
“In the beginning (I am 73
confirmed picks.
and never bought or sold stocks)
I felt unsure of myself. I too was willing to sell out at the slightest
downturn. After time, and your tremendous help, I feel that I have
a fairly good grasp of how to continue to make winning trades. Yes,
there are occasional screw-ups, but on the whole, I am in positive
territory and getting better every day, thanks to you,” says Eugene
J. Dziekan of Boca Raton, Florida, a subscriber for over a year.

Pictured above is a graph of Baidu.com (BIDU), which was recommended to
GorillaTrades subscribers on 10/20/06. BIDU currently holds more than 134%
unrealized gain. Its stop has been raised to $130 and its second target
currently stands at $241; both of which have been raised weekly.

